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WELCOME
“BEER TO TREASURE FROM THE NORTH COAST”

Lacada Brewery has its origins in a love of beer and brewing, a love of place, and a love of people.

Since its inception in 2015 by father and son team, Laurie Davies and Jack Reid, and with the 
support of 289 people willing to invest their hard earned cash in the dream of owning a brewery, 

Lacada Brewery Co-operative brewery was formed and built.

Based in Portrush, Northern Ireland, we started brewing in Autumn 2015.
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INTRODUCTION
Nearly four years on since brewing our first beer, Lacada 
is now one of the top rated breweries in Northern 
Ireland* having brewed nearly 50 different beers, held 
taprooms, formed collaborations, hosted tourists from 
around the globe, and distributed beer far and wide.

However the beer market is extremely competitive with 
currently over 36 active breweries in the 6 counties of 
Northern Ireland, all looking to invest in the very best 
equipment and seeking to improve the quality of beer 
available to the consumer. 

Having proven our product in the market, the Board of 
Directors at Lacada believe that it is time to expand and 
upgrade the brewery to increase our volume, improve 
quality, reduce costs and, importantly, create jobs.

Our proposition, agreed by current co-owners, is to open 
a Community Share Offer in order for our brewery to 
move forward in terms of people, impetus and 
investment.
The minimum investment has been set at £100.

The following document highlights why we need to bring 
in investment so that we can buy equipment and develop 
the infrastructure necessary for us gain consistency and 
quality of product and for us to reach new markets. 

*UNTAPPD rating as of June 2019
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THE LACADA JOURNEY
Lacada launched to 
the World with the 
help of 289 co-owners.

Released our very first 
beers with a range of
3 different styles.

First Special Brew 
released under the 
“Salamander Series” – 
Utopian Stout.

First Sour beer 
launched - Eldersauer.

First Taproom.

First Portrush Beer & 
Food Festival.

NW200 Collaboration 
Beer.

East the Beast IPA hits 
the shops... still our 
biggest seller.

Collaborative brew 
with Northern Irish 
band ASIWYFA

First Brewer 
collaboration with 
Dead End Brew & 
Mashdown creating a 
Dulse Stout – Shore

Devils Washtub 
awarded “Best New 
Product in Ireland” at 
the Blas na hEireann 
awards.

Record year for Sales

10 new beers released.

First beers shipped to 
Scandinavia.

Invited by CAMRA to 
send 4 beers to the 
Great British Beer 
Festival in London.

Achieved No.1 
Northern Ireland 
Brewery on UNTAPPD 

Utopian Stout;
3 star accolade at 
Great Taste Awards 
and awarded Best 
Beer in Northern 
Ireland at Northern 
Lights Festival.

Sales continue to be 
strong through first 6 
months of year.

Still No.1 Northern 
Ireland Brewery on 
UNTAPPD*

Collaboration with 
Beer Hut creating
“2 Player” DIPA

Beers sold in London 
at Borough Market, 
and The Rake.

Tap Takeover at Other 
Study in London.

New rotating Hop 
Series launched;
Knot Series Pale Ales 

Second Share Offer 
Released to raise 
capital for proposed 
upgrades & expansion.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

*As of July 2019
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GROWTH STRATEGY
Lacada is ready for the 
next phase of growth.

With sales growing 
year on year, the 
current equipment 
has reached its limits 
and is curtailing a 
world of opportunity 
opening up beyond our 
shores. 

The Board of Directors 
have agreed upon 
opening a second 
share offer of 
with-drawable shares 
in order to raise 
capital to enable this 
next phase in growth.

Your investment is fully at risk.
The shares are not subject to speculation and they cannot be traded.

They can only be withdrawn.

The share offer will be 
£1 per share with a 
minimum investment 
of £100 and a 
maximum investment 
of £100,000.

The capital raised will 
primarily be used to 
upgrade brewery, 
brewhouse, and 
processing equipment.

This in turn will;

Increase Volume.

Improve Consistency.

Increase employment 
opportunities.

Increase range of 
styles brewery  can 
create.

Increase access to 
new markets.

Reduce cost base and 
increase profitability.

More efficient use of 
the space available in 
the brewery.

Reduce consumption 
of electricity per litre.

Evolve to package 
product in cans.

Keep ahead of the 
competition.
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BREWERY UPGRADE
CURRENT BREWHOUSE - CAPACITY 800L PER BREW

HOT
LIQUOR

TANK
MASH
TUN

BREW
KETTLE

FERMENTER
800L

FERMENTER
800L

FERMENTER
800L

APPROX
1400 x 500ml

BOTTLES
PER BATCH

See “Glossary of Terms” on page 23
for technical terminologies

PROPOSED BREWHOUSE UPGRADE - CAPACITY 2000L PER BREW

HOT
LIQUOR

TANK
MASH
TUN

BREW
KETTLE

“UNITANK”
FERMENTER

4000L

“UNITANK”
FERMENTER

2000L

“UNITANK”
FERMENTER

2000L

POTENTIAL
FOR UP TO 

7500 x 500ml
BOTTLES

PER BATCH

OPTION TO
PACKAGE
TO CANS

INCREASE
KEG & CASK

PRODUCTION
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USE OF INVESTMENT
EQUIPMENT UPGRADE - HOT SIDE
Addition of water filtration system to improve quality 
of beer as you can control water profile. Portrush can 
at times, due to seasonal population increases, have a 
wide variations in the water quality.

Addition of Flexible Auger system to deliver 
pre-milled grain to Mash Kettle which reduces labour 
and speeds up processes.

Increase vertical size of Vessels thus;

• Increase output per brew from 850 litres per day to 
2000 litres per day

• Increasing efficiency of mashing process
• Allow for addition of more hops
• Reducing the brew length time
• Reduced the cleaning time

Image used courtesy of
Heaney Brewery
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USE OF INVESTMENT
EQUIPMENT UPGRADE - COLD SIDE
Addition of Unitank Fermentation Vessels;
allows for beer to be carbonated in tank rather than 
bottle. Removes sediment in bottles and allows for 
the potential to put product into cans.

Significantly improves temperature control which will 
vastly improve beer quality and reduce waste.

Increases fermentation capacity and volume which in 
turn reduces cost base per Litre brewed.

Temperature controlled storage (Cold Room)
Improves quality and consistency of product as 
temperature fluctuations damage beer.

Addition of specialist Bottle and Keg filling tools 
reducing labour and improving quality and 
consistency of end product.

Image used courtesy of
Heaney Brewery
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Upgrade Fermentation 
Vessels to Stainless 
Steel Unitanks with 
full temperature 
control system.

Grain delivery auger

These are just some examples from our ongoing 
research of what we feel the brewery could 
achieve with various levels of funding.

Upgrade Brewhouse to 
a new custom built 
1000 Litre system.
Hot Water Tank
Mash Tun
Brew Kettle
CIP System 

Add new cold storage 
facilities and stock 
room(s) 

Upgrade Brewhouse to 
a new custom built 
2000 Litre system.
Hot Water Tank
Mash Tun
Brew Kettle
CIP System

Automated bottling 
line system

Specialist keg and 
cask filling and 
washing system 

Environmental and 
brewery process 
initiatives

Strengthen long term 
stability of brewery

Buy a pub*

*Captial dependent of course. Well, how cool would it be to own a brewery and also actually own a pub...

£50,000

£80,000

£100,000

£125,000

£125,000+

FUNDING TARGETS
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FINANCIALS *Expected end of year figures based on turnover of £115,000 to end of May 2019 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Laurie Davies - Chairman
Laurie has been fermenting things for nearly 
40 years; has run his own business for thirty 
years; worked in group scenarios on number 
of occasions; is passionate about good beer 
and co-operation and the north coast. 
People working together is a goal that Laurie 
has always been drawn to and he believes 
that community owned co-operative 
enterprises can now show their strengths 
and sustainable business model in the 21st 
century.

Neil Hamilton
Neil Hamilton is an experienced 
Environmental Consultant. He has lived in 
Portrush for 20 years and received a BSc 
(Hons) in Biotechnology from the University 
of Ulster Coleraine in 2000 and a Masters of 
Research (MRes) in enzyme studies in 2002.
An experienced surfer with over 20 years 
surfing breaks around the world but still 
rates the waters around Portrush as some of 
the best. Also an avid homebrewer and lover 
of the North Coast and beer he is keen to 
see Lacada Brewery expand and grow into a 
successful and sustainable brewery, 
business, and potential tourist attraction.

Roy Willighan
Originally a Ballymena native now living in 
Carrickfergus, Roy has been appreciating 
good beer for the past fifteen years, with his 
defining moment coming after tasting a 
local brew while in the Scottish Hebrides. 
Beer life was never the same again. 
He started blogging about the Northern 
Irish beer scene soon afterwards and has 
plenty of opinions on pubs, licensing and 
politicians.

Conor Brogan
An engineer by trade, Conor spent several 
years designing material processing 
equipment before moving into a commercial 
role within that industry, and most recently 
co-founded a design engineering company in 
2019 which primarily serves the food and 
beverage production industry. With a 
passion for supporting sustainable local 
business, particularly the food and drink 
sector, Conor helps look after the books at 
Lacada as well as offering some engineering 
advice when needed. Can be found in his 
back garden with an East the Beast most 
weekends.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Simon Boyle
Simon has over a quarter of a century's 
experience designing and developing for the 
web, and brings those design and IT skills to 
the co-operative. He has also tasted 
thousands of beers, and is not shy about 
telling you what he thinks of them. He's 
normally right though, so if Simon says "Try 
this", you're usually in for a treat. Right now, 
Simon says try our Utopian Stout or 
Mangoes Barefoot.

Thomas McGonigle
Thomas started out in the hotel trade 
around the triangle before moving over the 
water to complete a degree in Hospitality 
Management. After many years in the hotel 
business, he established his own business 
consultancy in 1995 and now lives and works 
in Glasgow. Much of Thomas’s work is spent 
with businesses keen on collaboration and 
he has been instrumental in the recent 
establishment of new co-operatives in 
Scotland. Thomas is passionate about craft 
beer and contributing to Lacada’s continued 
success.

Rodger Doherty
Rodger started his working life at 18 working 
in behind bars in pubs, clubs and hotels before 
joining the Civil Service. He has been working 
in the Employment Sector for the last 9 years. 
A long time trade unionist together bringing 
with him a vast knowledge of employment and 
recruitment and a keen advocate of the 
Co-operative Business Model.

Phil Hernberg
Phil has been a Board member since the 
Lacada concept was conceived. Since taking 
early retirement, after 42 years of service with 
BT, he has been able to devote even more time 
to brewery matters such as organising brewery 
tap rooms, hosting brewery tours and general 
building & brewery maintenance.

Stephen O'Kane
Stephen is a regular homebrewer, a certified 
cicerone and recognised BJCP judge as well as 
organiser of the North Coast Bottle Share. He 
is a software developer by day and, having 
worked in 5 different countries, has had ample 
opportunity to learn plenty about world beers. 
Since moving back to N. Ireland, he's been 
involved in CAMRA, with a particular interest in 
helping brewers with our strict licensing laws.
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BEER MARKET
Statistically across The UK and Ireland, Northern 
Ireland is under-served and should have 62 
breweries, 
Today (July 2019) there are 36.

Independent / Craft / Alternative beer has become 
much more widespread over the past few years with 
many more drinkers becoming aware of the choice 
available to them, be that in off-sales, bars, 
restaurants, or even in the supermarket.
 
Simply getting beer on taps in venues is a huge 
opportunity for growth within Northern Ireland and 
the wider market in ROI, Great Britain and beyond.

An established brand like Lacada has a head start 
over newer craft breweries as our reputation for 
quality beer is renowned. This is reflected in the 
UNTAPPD ratings with Lacada consistently being 
scored as the highest rated Northern Ireland 
brewery throughout 2018 and 2019.

Lacada can push into more outlets and market 
opportunities with the proposed brewhouse and 
equipment upgrades in order to satisfy the increasing 
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TOURISM
Recent figures show 5 Million visitors to 
Northern Ireland in 2017, spending £926M. 

As well as the traditional tourist, an influx 
of Game of Thrones fans flocking to filming 
locations on the north coast has bolstered 
the tourist figures, making the Antrim 
Coast even more popular than before.

8 miles from Lacada Brewery, the 
Giant’s Causeway continues to be 
Northern Ireland’s top tourist 
attraction with 1M visitors annually.

Contrast this with the Republic of 
Ireland, where their main tourist spot is 
the Guinness Storehouse, welcoming 
1.7M visitors in 2017, proving tourists 
enjoy brewery visits! 

Lacada has been running regular private 
brewery tours for the past 2 years and with 
the raising of funds we can develop the 
brewery further to be an attractive and 
potentially lucrative tourist attraction. 
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COMPETITION

1 Lacada   46  3,789  3.788

2 Boundary   146  30,800  3.631

3 Farmageddon  50  8,396  3.603

4 Bullhouse   11  2,341  3.588

5 Walled City  69  1,458  3.581

6 Heaney   12  1,330  3.534

7 Northbound  16  2,618  3.505

8 Mourne   37  3,575  3.484

9 Whitewater  41  14,346  3.461

10 Hillstown   33  5,323  3.374

Our brew team at Lacada as well as a number of co-owners have been lucky enough to have made some great 
friends in the brewing industry both in Northern Ireland, and farther afield over the past number of years.

We understand that our equipment and brewhouse can be vastly improved upon from visiting other breweries 
and know that all our direct industry competitors are using high quality equipment and latest processes.

We have done phenomenally well to achieve what we have done with our current equipment & brewhouse and 
achieving the No. 1 place on Untappd as the top rated brewery in Northern Ireland is something we are proud of.
 

Data taken from UNTAPPD - 29 May 2019
Top Breweries in Northern Ireland

UNTAPPD is a geosocial networking service and 
mobile phone application that allows its users to 
check-in and rate as they drink beers, and share 
these check-ins and their locations with their friends. 

UNTAPPD currently has over 8 million users.
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ENVIRONMENT
As a company we are very conscious of our local 
environment and responsibilities of being as 
eco-friendly and sustainable as we possibly can. We 
are of course based in one of the most beautiful 
coastal areas in the world with the localities being 
engrained in our branding and back story. 

Lacada already has a number of processes that go in 
some way to meet eco targets such as saving our 
spent grain which is donated to local farmers as feed. 
We also reserve, recirculate, and re-use our hot 
water from the chilling process during brewing which 
in turn saves energy consumption.

With further investment Lacada would be able to  
introduce as many sustainable and eco-friendly 
processes as we can. Having upgraded fermenters 
will allow us to save on purchased CO2 for example.

The potential of planting an orchard locally could 
offset our carbon footprint and someday even allow 
us to use the fruit in our products. We would also be 
very interested in using sustainable energy sources 
such a solar and wind power, and have also been 
approached about a rain water collection system to 
use in our brewing water.
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SHARE OFFER
A Co-operative is an autonomous association of 
persons united voluntarily to meet their common, 
economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations 
through a jointly owned and democratically 
controlled enterprise.

It is worth noting the definition of a Co-operative 
because, in the years since we began, Lacada Brewery 
has achieved, to varying degrees, the aspirations of 
its co-owners.

We produce great beer, we employ people, we have a 
community that has come together through Lacada, 
we founded what is regarded as one of the best beer 
festivals in Northern Ireland; we have a 
self-sustaining business, we often can’t keep up with 
market demand...

Our proposition, agreed by current co-owners, is to 
open a Community Share Offer in order for our 
brewery to move forward in terms of people, impetus 
and investment so that we can purchase the 
equipment and infrastructure necessary for us to 
gain consistency and quality of product, and for us to 
reach new markets.
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SHARES
The shares will be offered at £1, which is the 
maximum a share in a Co-operative can be offered at. 
However, please note, shares can also decrease in 
value.

In consultation with potential members we have set 
the minimum shareholding level at £100. Applicants 
can of course, invest more than this, up to the legal 
maximum of £100,000. The Board reserves the right 
to review, accept or decline any application.

Your investment is fully at risk. The shares are not 
subject to speculation and they cannot be traded. 
They can only be withdrawn.

The Board will continuously review level of share 
applications, if at a point agreed by the Board the 
minimum investment of £50,000 has not been 
reached, then the Board will go back to the new 
investors to ask how they wish us to continue, use 
investment to date or return investment. If the 
minimum is reached and invested, then this share 
offer will remain open on a continuous basis.

The shares are classified as “with-drawable shares”. 
This means that they cannot be sold or transferred 
and that they do not go up in value. However the 
value may fall if liabilities exceed assets, eg. if the 
business underperforms.

Shares may be withdrawn by Members upon giving 
three months’ notice to the Co-operative, though the 
Board retain sole discretion to return investment.

Full details of share withdrawal terms can be viewed 
in our constitution at: 
www.lacadabrewery.com/constitution
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SHARES
One of the beauties of a Co-operative is its simplicity. 
It is, for example, strictly one person, one vote. The 
size of a member’s shareholding does not entitle 
them to more voting powers. 

Successful applicants will receive share certificates 
and their details, including their shareholding, will be 
recorded in a share register to be kept by the Society.

Each person or organisation issued with shares 
becomes a member of the Society.

Each member will also have the right to stand for 
election to the Board of Directors.

In addition they will be entitled to the following 
benefits;

• Attend all general meetings and AGMs.
• Invite family & friends to our taprooms.
• Regular newsletter.
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DIVIDENDS LIABILITY
As we are registered as an Industrial and Provident 
Society it means the Co-operative can share out a 
portion of its profits amongst its members.  
The only financial benefit for members is from the 
annual dividend that may be paid. The level of this 
dividend will increase or decrease depending on the 
profitability of the Society’s business. 

Our Company Rules (Rule no. 106) state:
APPLICATION OF PROFITS
106. Any profits of the Co-operative shall be applied as follows in 
such proportions and in such manner as may be decided by the 
Co-operative at the Annual General Meeting:
a) To a general reserve for the continuation and development of 
the Co-operative;
b) To paying interest on issued share capital at such rate or 
rates as determined by the Board from time to time, but not 
exceeding 5% per annum or 2% above the Co-Operative’s bank base 
rate, whichever is the greater;
c) To paying dividends to Members, either equally or in 
accordance with some other equitable formula which recognises 
the relative contribution made by each Member to the business of 
the Co-operative;
d) To making payment for social, co-operative or community 
purposes within the community served by the Co-operative.

It should be noted that, historically, at each AGM the 
co-owners have opted, on direction from the Board, 
for option a). In other words, profits have been kept 
within the company.

The liability of shareholders is limited in law to their 
investment. That means that if the business fails the 
member shareholders may well not receive back the 
money they put into the business. The assets of the 
business are owned by the members and they can sell 
and receive monies from those assets if there is any 
left over from the business failing and settling with 
its debtors.

Providing that members and Directors behave 
responsibly, reasonably and legally and take out any 
necessary insurances, incorporation protects the 
members and Directors of the Society from any legal 
action against them as individuals and any access to 
their personal finance in the event of the enterprise 
entering receivership.  
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FAQS
If I sell my shares, do I get back what I paid in?

Anybody can ask withdraw their shares, however, it is 
at the discretion of the Co-operative if this can be 
done. The decision rests with the Society’s Directors, 
who will be informed by the members and the 
Society’s finances.

What happens if the brewery fails?

All assets of the brewery are owned by the Society 
and if they are sold then any monies are shared 
amongst member shareholders, after all and any 
debtors of the business have been paid.

What else do I get by being a member?

You are co-owner of a brewery and you have an equal 
say in how your business is run. As a member of one 
of the first co-operatives on the North Coast you will 
be part of the diverse community that supports the 
brewery and will be creating a sustainable business 
that can be passed on from generation to generation. 
Also, we do hope to offer members some discounted 
beer at specific times of the year and also the 
opportunity to taste and give feedback on new brews. 

What is my role in the company?

Each shareholder is a member of the Lacada Brewery 
Co-operative, and each shareholder has one vote.  

You are invited to take as active or passive role as you 
would like with the running of the business. General 
Meetings are held at least quarterly, in addition to an 
Annual General Meeting. At these, and in 
correspondence in between meetings if you desire, 
the views and input of our members are crucial to the 
decision making of the business.

Where possible we hope to operate our General 
Meetings and Board meetings with consensus, and 
where this is not achievable we will bring matters to a 
vote. The Board of Directors is made up of the 
membership and rotates, with one third of the Board 
up for renewal each year, to be voted in by the 
members themselves.

A Co-operative benefits from the skills, time, and 
interest of all of its members. Encouraging friends to 
buy Lacada beer is a valid contribution in itself!
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If the business fails investors have no right of 
complaint to the Financial Ombudsman or the 
Financial Services Compensation Scheme.

Here’s to working together...

Cheers and Slàinte...

DIRECTORS DECLARATION
Due care has been taken in preparing this document, 
a process that has been overseen by the Directors, 
who can vouch that the information it contains is 
accurate as at the date of issue of this share offer.

This is a business venture and as such is liable for 
both success and failure. We believe strongly that the 
business will continue to succeed and so we dearly 
hope that you embrace this opportunity to invest in 
Lacada Brewery, to make it your local Co-operative 
brewery that we can all be proud of, and that we and 
the community benefit from.
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Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) run the 
EIS. It is a scheme whereby individual investors in 
certain companies can claim back tax relief on the 
monies they have paid for their shares.

The relief is 30% and it comes off your tax bill at the 
end of the tax year in which you have paid for your 
shares.

The Directors believe that we do fit the criteria 
although we obviously cannot offer a guarantee of 
this. We have made the application and expect to 
receive our ‘Advanced Assurance Certificate’ shortly, 
which gives potential shareholders the assurance 
that the company meets HMRC criteria for EIS.

Further details are available at the HMRC site: 
www.hmrc.gov.uk/eis/

ENTERPRISE INVESTMENT SCHEME E.I.S.
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Hot Liquor Tank
Hot Liquor is heated brewing water, “liquor” being the 
traditional name given to the water that will later 
become beer in the brewing process. All other water 
used in the brewery, such as water used for cleaning, 
is simply called “water.” Generally hot liquor is used 
as “foundation liquor” preparing the mash tun for 
malt, “strike liquor” for mixing with the malt, and 
“sparge liquor” to sparge over the mash bed.

Mash Tun
Mash Tun is a single brewhouse vessel used for mixing 
the ground malt (grist) with temperature-controlled 
water. This is called “mashing” and the porridge-like 
result is called the “mash.” The mash is held at a 
predetermined temperature and time until the malt 
starches convert to sugars, and the dissolved malt 
sugars (wort) are rinsed into the brew kettle. 

Brew Kettle
The vessel in which beer wort is boiled with hops. 
Proper wort boiling achieves a number of effects, 
including sterilization of the wort, denaturing of 
enzymes, extraction of hop components, coagulation 
of proteins and polyphenols, wort concentration, 
colour development, and the driving off of unwanted 
volatiles.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Fermenter
Fermenters, also known Fermentation Vessels, or FVs 
are the tanks, barrels, or other vessels where wort is 
held as it ferments into beer.

Unitank
A fermentation vessel which may also be used for 
conditioning. They eliminate the need to move beer 
while in process, which is a huge advantage with 
respect to beer quality, process times, space 
utilisation, and production economy. Cleaning, 
sanitisation, and microbiological control are far 
superior in cylindroconical tanks compared with 
older tank designs.

Brewhouse
The name used for the room where brewing takes 
place, but the word is also used for the vessels used 
in the creation of hopped wort for fermentation. A 
typical brewery is constructed in a logical sequence 
so that the heating steps, or “hot side,” take place in 
one area, and the cooling steps, or “cold side,” take 
place in another area. The area containing the hot 
side is called the brewhouse. A brewhouse contains 
the major tanks, or tuns, for preparation of hopped 
malt extract, called wort, which when cooled and 
fermented will be transformed into beer. 
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